A system that represents or emulates the behavior of another system over time; a computer simulation is one where the system doing the emulating is a computer program Maria Hybinette, UGA 3
Emulators versus Simulators
 Emulators -Special types of simulators.
» Emulates a computer device or program.
-CAVEAT: Sometimes the definition is fuzzy when something changes from being a simulation and becomes an emulation.
-Duplicates functions on one system using a different system (some virtual machines do this)
 Simulator -more abstract functions  Historically emulator meant hardware and simulator meant simulating via software  Emulators are imitators ! » 100% identical behavior, more self-contained! » A simulator is something whose behavior can be, in places, different (more abstract) for better or worse. 
Emulators

Simulators
Some differentiate between the two and the definitions may vary:
Simulation Fundamentals
A computer simulation is a computer program that models the behavior of a physical system over time. 
